Introduction {#sec1-1}
============

Prostate needle biopsy under transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) guidance is performed in patients with suspected prostate cancer. However the incidence of false negative cancer detection rates are high and reported to exceed 20%.\[[@ref1]\] Noninvasive detection of prostate cancer remains a diagnostic challenge, as current imaging modalities are unable to localize malignant changes even in the presence of elevated prostate-specific antigen (PSA) levels which may portent early prostate cancer. This can also be extrapolated in sampling of the prostate, which focuses on systematic sextant, rather than targeted biopsies, with a rather dismal sensitivity of 50--60%.\[[@ref2]\] This case highlights the benefit of metabolic information obtained from fluorocholine (FCH) positron emission tomography/computed tomography (PET/CT), which shows promise in identifying prostate lesions which are radiographically occult by conventional anatomic imaging.

Case Report {#sec1-2}
===========

A 63-year-old Chinese gentleman was discovered on screening to have a mildly elevated PSA level of 6.6 ng/ml. Digital rectal examination (DRE) revealed a normal sized prostate, estimated at 15-20 g. A transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) guided sextant prostatic needle biopsy yielded benign histology.

Subsequent serial PSA levels continued to uptrend, but the patient was reluctant to repeat prostate biopsies, choosing instead to monitor his PSA levels. Four years after his initial biopsy result, the DRE revealed a slightly larger prostate, estimated at 20--25 g. His PSA level was by then 11.9 ng/ml.

The patient was again offered repeat prostate needle biopsy, but declined, citing reasons of discomfort and pain experienced during the first biopsy. However he was agreeable to non-invasive imaging. An magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) study of the prostate was performed and showed no discernible focus of abnormal signal intensity to indicate the presence of tumor \[[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\]. As the clinical suspicion for malignancy was high, an FCH PET/CT was then acquired.

![Magnetic resonance imaging T2-weighted axial image of the prostate, showing normal prostate anatomy. No abnormal focus of signal intensity is detected to suggest the presence of tumor](WJNM-13-205-g001){#F1}

Positron emission tomography/CT scan was performed using a combined PET and CT system (Discovery 690; GE Healthcare). 3.9 MBq/kg of 18F FCH was administered to the patient after a 6 h fast. Imaging with a dual time point protocol was performed, with an initial 2 min local view of the pelvis and a delayed scan at 10 min, from the head to the upper thighs.

Computed tomography data were used for attenuation correction and anatomical localization. A standardized uptake value (SUV), defined as the measured voxel activity divided by the injected radioactivity normalized to body weight, was used to quantify uptake.

Abnormal focal tracer uptake was present in the left lateral and the left anterolateral regions at the base of the prostate gland. Lesional regions of interest were drawn on the PET image with an SUVmax of 7.9 g/ml. There were no extracapsular sites of increased focal tracer avidity. No tracer avid nodal or extra-prostatic disease was detected \[[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\].

![(a) Fused fluorocholine positron emission tomography/ computed tomography axial image of the prostate show focal FCH uptake at the left anterolateral aspect of the prostate, denoting the presence of tumor. Hematoxylin and eosin stain of the prostate at (b) low (×4) magnification and at (c) higher (×10) magnification reveal closely packed infiltrative glandular carcinoma, with cells showing prominent nucleoli](WJNM-13-205-g002){#F2}

Given the highly suspicious results of the FCH-PET scan on the background of progressively rising PSA levels, the patient was offered the choice of repeated TRUS biopsy or definitive surgery. He chose the latter and therefore no further biopsies were performed. The patient consented for surgery and underwent a laparoscopic assisted radical prostatectomy. Histology confirmed the presence of adenocarcinoma confined to the prostate gland at the left base (Gleason score 3 + 3), corresponding to the foci of FCH avidity. The dissected obturator nodes bilaterally were negative for malignancy.

The PSA levels of the patient remained within normal limits at 6 months follow-up postsurgery.

Discussion {#sec1-3}
==========

Current imaging modalities are unable to satisfactorily detect localized prostate malignancy. Furthermore, the commonly employed sextant biopsy only samples part of a prostate segment and can miss early prostate cancer as a result of sampling errors, contributing to the high false negative rates of prostate needle biopsies. With PSA based screening and earlier cancer detection of smaller volume disease, it is imperative to reduce the false negative rates of TRUS. This may be achieved by targeted biopsy, which in turn, relies on improved imaged guided localization of malignancy.

Promising results with high diagnostic specificity have been reported with the use of biopsies guided by FCH PET images fused with MRI compared to MRI alone.\[[@ref3]\] Although in our case report, image guided prostate biopsy was not performed at the patient\'s request, the final histology correlated well with the sites of prostatic malignancy demonstrated in the FCH PET/CT scan.

In cases where there are elevated PSA levels despite an initial negative prostate biopsy, conventional MRI T2-weighted imaging (T2-W) has been used with limited success to detect and re-biopsy suspected lesions. T2-W imaging is beset by high false positive rates and limited specificity, the most common contributory factors including prostatitis, benign prostatic hyperplasia and post treatment changes.\[[@ref4]\] Tumor detection in the central gland of the prostate is also poor due to poor tumor-stromal contrast in this region.

Alternative metabolic imaging modalities were thus explored, more extensively in the last decade. Conventionally, 18F-FDG has been used for metabolic imaging of cancer. However, many studies have demonstrated limited utility of FDG PET/CT for staging of prostate cancer, due to low sensitivity and specificity.\[[@ref5][@ref6][@ref7]\] This has prompted the search for more accurate oncologic PET tracers.

Of these, 18F-FCH has showed promising results, as it has high avidity for prostate cancer.\[[@ref8][@ref9]\] Choline is phosphorylated by choline kinase to form phophatidylcholine, which is essential for cell membrane synthesis. By the same pathway, FCH also forms a substrate for choline kinase and is phosphorylated to 18F-phosphorylfluorocholine. FCH targets the choline metabolic pathway and elevated choline metabolites has been well documented in prostate malignancies.\[[@ref10][@ref11][@ref12]\]

In a study of 26 patients, stable or increasing accumulation of 18F-FCH in malignant prostatic tissue was observed.\[[@ref13]\] Furthermore, Kwee *et al*. were able to find a direct correlation between tumor uptake and tumor diameter in malignant sextants.\[[@ref14]\] The use of FCH PET/CT to guide prostate biopsy has demonstrated promising results in another study, with a detection rate of 25% in patients who had biochemical relapse, but had multiple previously negative biopsies.\[[@ref15]\]

Changes in metabolic status of the prostate malignant cells may precede discernible anatomical differences by conventional imaging. Our initial experience with FCH PET/CT has been promising, as demonstrated in this case which revealed focal malignant changes which were otherwise undetected on MRI study. We observed focal FCH uptake by areas of tumor, which is consistent with the hypothesis of increased choline utilization in prostate tumors secondary to increased cell proliferation.

In the near future, fusion FCH PET/MRI could permit precise localization of malignant cells in early prostate cancer. MRI offers improved spatial resolution and excellent soft tissue anatomical contrast, allowing more accurate localization of hypermetabolic areas demonstrated by FCH PET. As PET/MRI imaging is still largely under research, further studies are required to establish its role for tumor diagnosis.

Conclusion {#sec1-4}
==========

This case illustrates that FCH PET imaging can be a valuable tool in revealing malignant sites in patients with high clinical suspicion of prostatic malignancy, where other imaging or even biopsy findings are negative.
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